GE Healthcare

Does your quality
improvement strategy include

dose management?

The right strategies and technologies can help reduce
variability by accurately measuring patient dose
exposure in your radiology departments.
DoseWatch - One solution with integrated radiation
and contrast dose management across all your
radiation emiting medical devices.1, 2
DoseWatch provides dose monitoring and analytics that
enables you to drive quality care improvement so you
can deliver accurate diagnoses in a safe manner for
each patient.
Drive Awareness
Dosewatch helps increase awareness by automatically
receiving and storing dosimetric information from any
imaging system across your healthcare network.
Optimize Performance
DoseWatch includes embedded analysis capabilities
that help users to improve patient care while
minimizing risks.
Maintain Compliance
DoseWatch’s easy reporting helps health systems
maintain compliance.

Quality Improvement & Dose
A successful radiation dose management
program requires enhanced awareness and
a comprehensive plan that includes a strong
commitment from the people who administer,
oversee and execute diagnostic imaging.
Decreasing variability and adhering to ALARA
(As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principles
should be in place, as well as the right technology
to help improve the quality of care and
compliance with new regulations.
GE Heathcare’s Dose Management program
is a multi-faceted approach to help you
develop, integrate and sustain an effective
dose optimization program using analytics,
technology, and education.

Deliver the Right Dose with DoseWatch
DoseWatch is a enterprise-wide dose management
solution designed to automatically collect and
analyze patient radiation and iodine1 exposure across
multifacility, multi-modality, and multi-vendor imaging
environments. DoseWatch enables health care
professionals to monitor the radiation exposure and
contrast1 media injection dose of their patients, evaluate
their practices and make improvements so that the right
dose is used to provide the best patient outcome.
Analyze Dose Across Modalities & Vendors
Collect and use data across your imaging enterprise
• Automatically calculate dose from CT,
mammography, cardiovascular interventional,
radiography, nuclear medicine,2 contrast injection,
and surgical/mobile c-arms
• 	Support multiple patient identifies with unified patient
dose record
• 	Integrate with clinical and information systems
Enhance your Workflow & Change Management
Practices
Take immediate steps when processes cause outliers
• 	Alert notification tools with automatic threshold
calculation and patient stratification
• 	Automated and monthly reports to gain insights into
staff and equipment performance
• 	Automatic CT SSDE metric developed by AAPM (TG204)
• 	Isocenter shift and mA modulation to identify how the
patient was positioned and how dose was administered
• 	Cardiovascular and interventional incidence mapping

Contrast Data Management
DoseWatch with Contrast Data Management1 can
automatically capture the specifics of the contrast
injection details for each patient to enable the
evaluation of the actual volumes and flow rates of
contrast that each patient receives. This can help assess
and track variability, which could enhance contrast
administration optimization and standardization efforts.
• 	Analyze contrast media utilization based on patient,
clinical indication, protocol, device, site and more
• 	Track and compare dose and contrast between sites,
devices, study descriptions and age ranges

About Dose Management
A comprehensive dose management program requires
a combination of a well-designed low dose strategy, low
dose devices and technologies, and the collaborative
efforts of the entire imaging team, from the referring
physician and technologists operating the equipment to
the radiologists reading the scan and medical physicists
evaluating protocols. GE Healthcare provides an
integrated program of evidence-based best practices
that help facilities capture, track, report and monitor
radiation dose at the patient level, across the enterprise
and integrated with current PACS and RIS.

Contact your GE Healthcare representative
or visit www.doseoptimization.gehealthcare.com
for more information.
1.

T his feature collects contrast data automatically for class 4 integrated injectors for
CT scanners only and is available for manual entry for other modalities connected to
DoseWatch with the Contrast Data Management Module.

2

Tracking for PET, PET/CT for single injection procedures only and single DICOM study
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